Dear friends
The CHAMPAGNE region is delighted to
welcome you to the 30th TRIUMPH EVENT.
It will be a “sparkling” Event
CHAMPAGNE will flow without limit to
celebrate this 30th birthday

AGENDA
Thursday the 10th may 2018 :

4 p.m. a warm welcome to our hotel

MERCURE REIMS PARC DES EXPOSITIONS
2, rue Gabriel VOISIN 51100 REIMS
Tel : 00 33 (0)3 26 05 00 08 email : h0363@accor.com

5 p.m., TRIUMPH CLUB de France general meeting
Briefing, Champagne, Dinner and night at the hotel

Friday 11th or saturday 12th may
according to the group you will have chosen :

Circuit A:
Morning, visit to the Notre Dame
cathedral in Reims, built during XIII
century, it is one of the most famous
gothic cathedrals in France.
It is also the most prestigious as 25
French kings have been crowned there
from Louis VIII (1223) to Charles X
(1825)

Guided visit to the champagne cellar of «De CASTELLANE » at EPERNAY with
champagne tasting.

Lunch at « l’Auberge Champenoise » in MOUSSY, close to Epernay.
An afternoon drive through the “Cote des Blancs vineyard” and along the banks of the Marne
river.
Briefing, champagne, dinner and night at the hotel.

Circuit B :

Morning. Stop over and visit to the ex Grand prix circuit “REIMS-GUEUX”. The
association « les Amis du circuit de Gueux » will explain circuit history and their
restoration project, in order to organize historical races.
Of course, Les amis du circuit de Gueux are passionately fond of classic cars.
A short drive around the champagne vineyard, and lunch at « Ferme de Presles ».
Afternoon. Excursion to « la Montagne de Reims » , then on to « Faux de Verzy » which
are a natural curiosity, and end with a visit to « Fort de la POMPELLE », one of eight
fortifications built during 1880-1883 to defend REIMS. Within this fort there is a First World
War museum.

Friday, briefing, champagne, dinner and night at the hotel

Saturday 12 may 2018. Musical Gala evening in the MUMM champagne cellar.

Journey there & back to the hotel by bus.

Sunday 13th may

New excursion through the vineyard to reach château de REVEILLON where we will enjoy
lunch bringing to an end our 30 TRIUMPH EVENT.
ième

INFORMATIONS
As is the custom, when subscribing, you will have to choose your group « blanc de
blanc (white)» or « blanc de noir (black)». Teams wanting to drive together will have to
choose the same group.
As usual, it is possible to book a supplementary day arriving on Wednesday the 9th or/and to
leave one day later, on Monday the 14th.
Options are:
-

Wednesday 9th: dinner, room and breakfast
Sunday 13th: room and breakfast

Hotel Mercure de Reims has only 100 bedrooms. Priority will be given to the first 100
subscriptions.
For the following participants a nearby hotel will be proposed, however all the dinners will be
held together at the Hotel Mercure.
Proposed pricing is from Thursday evening 10th May to Sunday 13 May lunch time &
includes: Bedroom for two, breakfasts, meals with aperitifs wine & coffee, the programmed
visits , the gala dinner at the Mumm cellars with free champagne & with, of course discretion.
Costs chargeable to you; the journey to & from Reims & drinks for your Triumph.

